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ABSTRACT
Freshly replicated DNA molecules initially form mul-
tiply interlinked right-handed catenanes. In bacte-
ria, these catenated molecules become supercoiled
by DNA gyrase before they undergo a complete de-
catenation by topoisomerase IV (Topo IV). Topo IV
is also involved in the unknotting of supercoiled
DNA molecules. Using Metropolis Monte Carlo sim-
ulations, we investigate the shapes of supercoiled
DNA molecules that are either knotted or catenated.
We are especially interested in understanding how
Topo IV can unknot right-handed knots and decate-
nate right-handed catenanes without acting on right-
handed plectonemes in negatively supercoiled DNA
molecules. To this end, we investigate how the topo-
logical consequences of intersegmental passages
depend on the geometry of the DNA-DNA juxtaposi-
tions at which these passages occur. We observe that
there are interesting differences between the geome-
tries of DNA-DNA juxtapositions in the interwound
portions and in the knotted or catenated portions
of the studied molecules. In particular, in negatively
supercoiled, multiply interlinked, right-handed cate-
nanes, we detect specific regions where DNA seg-
ments belonging to two freshly replicated sister DNA
molecules form left-handed crossings. We propose
that, due to its geometrical preference to act on left-
handed crossings, Topo IV can specifically unknot
supercoiled DNA, as well as decatenate postreplica-
tive catenanes, without causing their torsional relax-
ation.
INTRODUCTION
Bacterial DNA topoisomerase IV (Topo IV) is responsi-
ble for the decatenation of freshly replicated circular DNA
molecules (1,2). Topo IV belongs to the type II DNA topoi-
somerases, which performpassages of two duplexDNAseg-
ments through each other. During the reaction, Topo IV
binds first to one DNA region and then drives the passage
of another DNA region through a transient cut introduced
in the first region. After the passage, the transient cut is re-
sealed (3). The passage is driven by the energy gained from
ATP hydrolysis and is orchestrated by a complex sequence
of conformational changes in the enzyme. Topo IV has to
solve a particularly difficult problem. On one hand, Topo
IV has to perform intersegmental passages resulting in the
decatenation of freshly replicated circular double-stranded
DNA molecules that wind around each other in a right-
handed way (4–9). On the other hand, Topo IV should not
perform intersegmental passages within interwound por-
tions of supercoiled DNA molecules where the opposing
DNA segments also wind around each other in a right-
handed way (5). Locally, the structure of the regions where
the catenated DNA molecules wind around each other are
very similar to the plectonemic regions in negatively super-
coiled DNA (see Figure 1). However, the topological conse-
quences of passages are different. Passages between duplex
segments belonging to two different molecules lead to their
progressive decatenation, which is necessary for segregation
of freshly replicated DNA molecules. On the other hand,
intramolecular passages between duplex segments in plec-
tonemically wound negatively supercoiled DNA molecules
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Figure 1. Topo IV needs to distinguish between right-handed intertwin-
ings of DNA duplexes resulting from postreplicative catenation and those
resulting from negative supercoiling. A schematic presentation of super-
coiled postreplicative catenanes is shown in the center. Two newly repli-
cated circular DNA molecules (red and blue) form multiply interlinked
right-handed catenanes. The molecules also are supercoiled, which results
in the formation of right-handed plectonemes. Local structural cues guide
Topo IV to perform passages resulting in progressive decatenation (green
arrow) and to avoid passages within the interwound portions (red arrows)
that would result in a harmful relaxation of the negative supercoiling.
lead to their progressive relaxation, which is an undesired
effect. Supercoiling is actively maintained by bacterial cells
since, among other roles it plays, it is required to facilitate
DNA replication and transcription (10). If Topo IV were
efficient in relaxing negatively supercoiled DNAmolecules,
this relaxation would result in a metabolic short circuit. The
relaxation of negatively supercoiled DNA molecules would
be followed by the action of DNA gyrase that, using the
energy gained from ATP hydrolysis, would act to reestab-
lish the original level of negative supercoiling (11). Nega-
tively supercoiled molecules then again would be relaxed by
topoisomerase IV in a reaction that also uses ATP. Such
a metabolic short circuit would be harmful for cells as it
would deplete the available ATP.
It has not yet been firmly established how Topo IV dis-
tinguishes between right-handed intertwinings of two du-
plex DNA regions in catenanes versus intertwinings in su-
percoiled DNA molecules.
In addition to its role in the decatenation of postreplica-
tive catenanes, Topo IV (1,2) also plays an important role
in the relaxation of positive supercoils arising ahead of ac-
tive replication forks and also ahead of transcribing RNA
polymerases (12,13).Without efficient relaxation of positive
supercoiling, DNA replication and transcription would be
strongly inhibited (12,14). Experiments performed in vitro
showed that Topo IV is ∼20 times more active in the relax-
ation of positive supercoiling than in the relaxation of nega-
tive supercoiling (15). It has been proposed that these differ-
ences in the activity on positively and negatively supercoiled
DNAresult from the enzyme’s preference forDNA juxtapo-
sitions in which the juxtaposed segments wind around each
other in a left-handedway and have the geometry typical for
the plectonemes formed in positively supercoiled DNA (4).
In principle, such a preference should make Topo IV inef-
ficient in resolving right-handed postreplicative catenanes.
However, this is not the case. The puzzle as to how Topo IV
can act efficiently on left-handed duplex-duplex windings in
positively supercoiled DNA and still can be active in resolv-
ing right-handed postreplicative catenanes is known as the
Topo IV paradox (6).
Topo IV also has the ability to unknot DNA molecules
preferentially and thus to decrease the knotting level much
below the level that would result from random intramolec-
ular passages (16). While unknotting of DNA molecules
may seem less vital than the decatenation of freshly repli-
cated DNAmolecules, DNA knots need to be removed effi-
ciently by DNA topoisomerases or else the knots would in-
terfere with transcription and DNA replication (17,18). In
fact, DNA knots frequently form during the replication of
circular DNA (19). Unknotting and decatenation of freshly
replicated DNAmolecules occur concomitantly in vivo and
Topo IV is the enzyme involved in the two processes (20).
The preferential targeting of DNA knots by Topo IV was
proposed to result from enzyme selectivity for the juxtapo-
sitions involving strongly bent DNA (21–24). This proposal
was confirmed when the solved structure of Topo IV bound
to DNA revealed that the bound G segment is strongly
bent within the protein (3). The G segment is the DNA re-
gion that is first bound by a topoisomerase and then cut to
serve as the Gate for the passage of the T segment that is
Transferred through the gate.
In bacterial cells, the DNA is bent significantly due to
topological constraints such as supercoiling or catenation
(see Figure 1). When Topo IV, binds to DNA, which is al-
ready bent, the lowest energy state is reached when the en-
zyme positions itself in such a way that the DNA bending
due to supercoiling, knotting, or catenation is best accom-
modated into the enzyme binding site, which imposes DNA
bending (25). The azimuthal orientation of Topo IV on the
bent G segment is such that it only can capture potential T
segments that are inside of the bend formed by the G seg-
ment (3). For the DNA-DNA passage, the T segment needs
to be captured by the Topo IV before passing through the
entry and exit gates of the enzyme. The passages can hap-
pen efficiently when the G segment, which determines the
spatial orientation of Topo IV, and the T segment are in a
suitable angular inclination with respect to each other. The
dependence of Topo IV activity on the inclination or cross-
ing angle () between the G and T segment was investigated
earlier (4,6,15). However, these earlier studies did not con-
sider cases where the torsional tension due to supercoiling
was acting on knotted and catenated DNA molecules as is
the case of DNA in bacterial cells.
Topo IV’s geometrical/structural selectivity for interseg-
mental passages was presumably under strong evolution-
ary pressure until it reached the best compromise between
three requirements: (i) selective decatenation of negatively
supercoiledDNAmolecules without causing their torsional
relaxation; (ii) selective unknotting of supercoiled DNA
molecules without causing their torsional relaxation; (iii) ef-
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ficient relaxation of positively supercoiled DNA but not of
negatively supercoiled DNA.
Using numerical simulations, we investigate the possible
geometrical selectivity of Topo IV that satisfies these three
requirements.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Metropolis Monte Carlo
Wemodel circular DNA chains of length 3 kb and diameter
3 nm with bending and torsional stiffness. The diameter of
3 nm represents the effective diameter of DNAunder condi-
tions where DNA charges are strongly, but not completely,
screened, such as is the case in vivo (26–28). Supercoiling
was introduced by imposing various levels of linking num-
ber difference (Lk).
DNA chains were modeled as circular beaded chains,
each with N hard-core beads of diameter  centered at the
vertices ri of an equilateral polygon havingN edges of length
. For a given chain configuration, the total energy is de-
fined as
E = EV + EB + ET.
The hard-core steric repulsion is given by
EV =
{
0 if
∣∣ri − r j ∣∣>σ for all nonconsecutive i, j
∞ otherwise .
The bending stiffness is imposed by the usual bending en-
ergy term
EB = k2
∑
i
βi
2.
where βi is the bending angle
cos(βi ) = (ri+1 − ri ) · (ri − ri−1)|ri+1 − ri | |ri − ri−1| .
Torsional stiffness is imposed by the energy term pro-
posed by Vologodskii et al. (29)
ET = 2π
2
L
C(Lk− Wr )2
with L = Nσ the chain length, Lk the delta linking num-
ber, andWr the writhe of the chain (30).
To model 3 kb DNA chains, assuming a linear density of
3 bp/nm, we used the parameters listed below:
N = 334
 = 3 nm
k = 17kBT
C = 72kBT nm
Lk = −16.
The bending stiffness parameter k was chosen to give a
persistence lengthLP ≈ 53 nm for a linear chainwithout tor-
sional stiffness. The torsional rigidity constant C was taken
in the range proposed by Vologodskii et al. (29). The link-
ing number difference Lk was set to −16 since this value
places simulated molecules in the middle of the supercoil-
ing density ranges observed in DNA plasmids isolated from
bacteria grown in various conditions (31). As mentioned in
the discussion, the magnitude of supercoiling is reduced in
vivo, but this change is balanced by the crowding effect (32).
To evaluate thermal equilibrium properties of the sys-
tem, we generated an ensemble of chain configurations,
distributed according to the Boltzmann distribution, us-
ing a Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm (33) based on
crankshaft moves, described earlier (34). Note that this type
of crankshaft move conserves the distance between consec-
utive beads and the topology of the chain by preventing the
rotating sub-chain from crossing other parts of the chain
during the move.
For the knotted chains, after an initialization starting
from the configuration given in Supplementary Figure S1A,
the Monte Carlo algorithm was run for a total of 2.6 × 108
iterations (one iteration = N crankshaft moves, where N is
the number of beads). After the first 107 iterations, sample
configurations were saved every 105 iterations to be used
later to evaluate the thermal averages of properties of inter-
est. During the run, the squared radius of gyration of knot-
ted supercoiled chains was measured every 1000 iterations,
and the corresponding autocorrelation function was evalu-
ated using the ‘blocking’ method (35). Supplementary Fig-
ure S2 (red points) presents the autocorrelation as a func-
tion of block size. A fit of exp(−n/τ ) to these data gives an
estimated correlation time  for the squared radius of gy-
ration on the order of 105 iterations, which means that the
total number of Monte Carlo iterations corresponded ap-
proximately to 2600τ . This result suggests that enough in-
dependent configurations were obtained during the Monte
Carlo run to sample thermal equilibrium.
For the two catenated chains, the system was initialized
to the configuration shown in Supplementary Figure S1B,
and the Monte Carlo algorithm was run for a total of 3.5
× 108 iterations. Sample configurations were saved every
105 iterations after the first 107 iterations. The autocorrela-
tion function for the average squared radius of gyration per
chain is shown in Supplementary Figure S2 (blue points),
and the estimated correlation time is on the order of 2 ×
105 iterations. Therefore, the total number of iterations cor-
responded approximately to 1700τ , which suggests a suffi-
ciently equilibrated system of catenated, supercoiled chains.
Geometrical and topological characterization of DNA-DNA
juxtapositions
In our simulations, DNA molecules are modeled as beaded
chains where every bead corresponds to 8 bp. To analyze the
juxtapositions, in which the G and T segments have sizes
of about 50 bp, we analyzed subchains composed of seven
beads each. For the geometrical analysis each seven bead-
long subchain of modeled configurations was considered as
a potential G segment and its geometry was approximated
by a fixed angle bend formed by the two line segments start-
ing at the center of the middle bead (M1) and ending at
the two centers of the terminal beads (see Figure 2). As ex-
plained earlier, Topo IV positions itself on a G segment in
such away that it can only capture potential T segments that
are located inside of the bend formed by the G segment. To
account for this type of Topo IV’s selectivity, we entered into
the statistics only the DNA–DNA juxtapositions where the
subchain S2 (representing the potential T segment) had an
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Figure 2. Geometry of juxtapositions. To facilitate the visibility of geo-
metric characteristics of modeled beaded chains, which are composed of
touching spheres, we have shrunk the actual beads and represented the
chains as composed of beads and joining cylinders. In our models, the sub-
chain S1 corresponds to the G segment, which is bound first by the topoi-
somerase and whose curvature, reflected by the angle 1, dictates how the
topoisomerase is positioned on the DNA. This positioning, in turn, de-
termines from which side and at which crossing angle , the T segment
(subchain S2) can approach the G segment to be used for the passage. The
geometries of seven bead-long subchains are approximated by fixed angle
bends formed by two line segments connecting the center of the middle
beads with the centers of the terminal beads. For each juxtaposition (see
the Materials and Methods section for our criteria of juxtapositions), we
determine the 1 angle and the chirality-dependent crossing angle . In the
inset the tangentials N2 and N1 are shown along the direction that is per-
pendicular to both of them. In that projection, the  angle is the smallest
rotation angle that would be required to rotate the tangential closer to an
observer (in this case N2) to make it perpendicular to the other tangential
(in this case N1). If the direction of this rotation is clockwise, the crossing
is right-handed and the  angle is positive (see the Materials and Methods
section for more details). For left-handed crossings,  angles are negative
and the direction of this rotation is counter-clockwise.
intersection point Ip with the surface spanning from the in-
terior of the fixed angle bend that approximated the geome-
try of theG segment (see Figure 2). In addition, to reflect the
fact that topoisomerases can only capture DNA segments
that are very close to its surface, we somewhat arbitrarily
decided that the distance between the middle bead M1 of
the G segment and the intersection point Ip should not ex-
ceed 6 nm (i.e. 2σ ). If there was more than one intersection
point with the spanning surface determined by the bend of
a givenG segment, only the one closest to the vertexM1 was
taken into account. In such a case the seven bead-long sub-
chain S2 representing a potential T segment is then defined
as the onewhosemiddle vertexM2 is the vertex closest to the
Ip. Subsequently, for the geometrical analysis, the subchain
S2 was replaced by the fixed angle bend formed by the two
line segments starting from vertexM2 and ending at the two
terminal vertices of that chain. Once the pairs of potential
G and T segments were defined, we characterized them ge-
ometrically and considered how the topology of the entire
analyzed molecules changes upon intersegmental passage
between these G and T segments.
Geometrical analysis. We characterized several geometric
characteristics of the analyzed juxtapositions. However, the
ones that are likely to be used by topoisomerases in the se-
lection of juxtapositions for strand passage, and were con-
sidered as such in several earlier papers (4,6,21,24), are the
crossing angle  and the bending angle α1. The crossing an-
gle  measures the inclination of the G segment, which is
bound first by a topoisomerase, with respect to the subse-
quently captured T segment. As mentioned previously, the
seven bead-long subchains that model the G and T seg-
ments are approximated first by fixed angle bends formed
each by two straight-line segments (see Figure 2).
To measure the  angle between these two bends, we de-
fine tangential lines N1 and N2 passing through middle ver-
tex of each bend (M1 and M2, respectively). These tangen-
tial lines are perpendicular to bisecting lines of each bend
and are in the planes defined by the respective bends (see
Figure 2). We then follow the approach of Burnier, et al.
(24). First, one finds the viewing direction that is perpen-
dicular to both lines N1 and N2. Subsequently, one mea-
sures the  angle, which is the smallest angular rotation (in
a plane perpendicular to the viewing direction) of the line
closer to the observer that wouldmake that line perpendicu-
lar to the line that is further from the observer (see the inset
in Figure 2). If that rotation is clockwise, the crossing is con-
sidered as right-handed and its angular value is given a pos-
itive sign. The  angle can range from −90◦ to +90◦, where
negative and positive values indicate left- and right-handed
crossings, respectively, and where the 0◦ value characterizes
achiral, perpendicular crossings. It is important to mention
that the  angle notation used here is different than the 
angle used by Stone et al. (4) and results in a −90◦ shift. In
our notation, right-handed and left-handed crossings have
positive and negative  values, respectively. The convention
used by Stone et al. associates a positive sign to all  angles
and they range from 0◦ to 90◦ for left-handed crossings and
from 90◦ to 180◦ for right-handed crossings.
The 1 bending angle, reflecting the bending angle of
the G segment bound by a topoisomerase, is simply the in-
cluded angle (≤180◦) of a given bend that approximates the
geometry of a given seven bead-long subchain (see Figure
2).
Topological analysis. For each geometrically character-
ized juxtaposition, we determined how intersegmental pas-
sage within the given juxtapositions changes the topology
of the entire modeled DNAmolecule. To this end, for every
analyzed juxtaposition, we created a configuration resulting
from a passage between juxtaposed segments. In the case
of knotted, supercoiled molecules, we calculated the HOM-
FLY polynomial to determine the knot type of the config-
uration after the intersegmental passage (36,37). For super-
coiled, catenated molecules, we calculated the catenation
number, i.e. the linking number between the two molecules
forming the catenane, to determine the topology of the cate-
nane after the intersegmental passage.
RESULTS
Structure of negatively supercoiled DNA molecules forming
right-handed trefoil knots
Trefoil knots are the simplest and the most frequent knots
that can be formed in DNA plasmids in vitro (26,38) and
also in vivo (19,39). Trefoil knots exist in right- and left-
handed forms. In right-handed trefoil knots (+31 in stan-
dard knot notation), the DNA–DNA juxtapositions due
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Figure 3. Simulation snapshots of negatively supercoiled DNA molecules
forming right-handed trefoil knots. The modeled molecules correspond to
plasmids with about 3000 bp and Lk = −16. The shaded regions indi-
cate the position of the knotted portions of the modeled molecules. (A) A
configuration with the knot localized in the apical loop of the supercoiled
plasmid. (B) A configuration with the knotted portionmoving between the
two apical loops.
to knotting are preferentially right-handed, as also is the
case for juxtapositions in interwound portions of negatively
supercoiled DNA molecules. For this reason, right-handed
trefoil knots provide a bigger challenge than left-handed tre-
foil knots for the Topo IV to be able to direct its action to
the knotted portion and to spare the interwound portion
of the supercoiled DNAmolecules. Since we wish to under-
stand how Topo IV can distinguish between juxtapositions
resulting from knotting and catention from the juxtaposi-
tions resulting from negative supercoiling, we first inves-
tigate the overall structure of supercoiled DNA molecules
forming right-handed trefoils.
Figure 3 shows two characteristic snapshots of simu-
lated negatively supercoiled DNAmolecules forming right-
handed trefoil knots. In the majority of cases, the knot is
entropically tightened (40,41) and is localized at one of the
apical loops of the supercoiledDNAmolecules (Figure 3A).
Presumably, the apical position of the knot decreases the
elastic energy of the entire molecule. DNA portions in api-
cal loops and in knotted regions are subject to bending
stress since these regions have higher curvature than the rest
of the molecule (42). Therefore, these regions have higher
elastic energy than other portions of the molecule. When
the elastic energy investment in the bending of one DNA
region can be used both in an apical loop and the knotted
portion, the number of strongly bent sites in a molecule is
decreased, which in turn decreases the elastic energy of the
entire molecule. Less frequently, we observe configurations
with the knotted portion moving between the two apical
loops (Figure 3B).
Crossing angle differences between knotted and interwound
portions of knotted supercoiled DNA molecules
Visual analysis of DNA molecules shown in Figure 3 sug-
gests that crossings between approaching segments in the
knotted portions are closer to perpendicular than the cross-
ings in the plectonemic portion of the molecules. To ver-
ify this observation, we measured the crossing angle  for
DNA–DNA juxtapositions, where the potential T segment
was inside the bend formed by the potential G segment and
determined the topological consequences of passages oc-
curring at these juxtapositions (see Figure 2 and the Ma-
terials and Methods section for more details).
Figure 4A shows the distribution of the chirality-
dependent  angles in DNA-DNA juxtapositions observed
in simulated negatively supercoiled DNA molecules form-
ing right-handed trefoil knots, examples of which are shown
in Figure 3. The height of themain histogram bars in Figure
4A corresponds to the observed number of juxtapositions
within the corresponding  angle range in the simulated
DNAmolecules.We can see that themost frequent juxtapo-
sitions are right-handed with the  angle ranging between
50◦ and 60◦. Such juxtapositions are expected for DNA
molecules where the duplex regions wind around each other
in a right-handed fashion (4). As can be seen in Figure 3,
most of the DNA–DNA juxtapositions in these molecules
are between duplexes forming the interwound portions of
the molecules. The passages occurring between the inter-
wound duplexes result in the undesired partial relaxation
of DNA supercoiling and have no effect on knotting or un-
knotting of these molecules. The fraction of juxtapositions
with this topological outcome is indicated in green within
the individual histogram bars. The blue color indicates the
fraction of juxtapositions that, upon internal passage, result
in DNA unknotting. These juxtapositions can only form in
the knotted portion of the molecules.
The topological outcome of passages occurring in given
juxtapositions is therefore a strong hint or proxy for the lo-
calization of these juxtapositions and we use it as such in
what follows. The main histogram in Figure 4A reveals that
there is a difference in the distribution of the  angle in the
interwound and knotted portions of themolecules. This dif-
ference is better seen in the inset where the main histogram
was normalized to bring each histogram bar to one. The
normalized histogram clearly shows that if Topo IVwere se-
lective for the left-handed juxtapositions with the  angle of
about−40◦, then nearly all passages would result in unknot-
ting and there would be practically no undesired passages
causing partial relaxation of supercoiled DNA molecules.
Differences between the bending angle of potential G seg-
ments in knotted and interwound portions of knotted super-
coiled DNA molecules
Earlier observations of Topo IV bound to DNA (21) and
earlier modeling studies of non-supercoiled knotted DNA
molecules have suggested that Topo IV can unknot non-
supercoiled DNA efficiently by acting preferentially at
the juxtapositions involving strongly bent DNA regions
(21,22,24,43). However, in bacteria DNA molecules are su-
percoiled. Therefore, it is important to check whether se-
lection of bent DNA regions can also favor unknotting in
supercoiled DNA molecules. Molecules shown in Figure 3
give an impression that the DNA portion in the knotted re-
gions is more highly bent than in the plectonemic regions. A
similar observation was made earlier (42) but it was not de-
termined whether strand passages within DNA-DNA jux-
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Figure 4. Geometrical and topological characterization of juxtapositions
in the modeled supercoiled DNA molecules forming right-handed trefoil
knots. (A) Main part: Raw data, a stacked histogram in which the heights
of the histogram bars correspond to the total number of juxtapositions
observed in the analyzed configurations falling within a given range of
the  angle. The colors indicate the fractions of the juxtapositions (within
a given  range) that, upon intersegmental passages, result either in un-
knotting (blue) or maintaining the original knot type (green). Juxtaposi-
tions that result in unknotting involve knotted portions of the molecules,
whereas juxtapositions that maintain the original knot type are located
within the interwound portions. Inset: The normalized histogram from the
main part shows more directly that the fraction of juxtapositions that re-
sult in unknotting upon intersegmental passage approaches one for left-
handed crossings with the  angle ranging between −20◦ and −60◦. (B)
Main part: Raw data, a stacked histogram showing the distribution of the
1 angle in the analyzed juxtapositions. Color indications are the same as
in panel A. Inset: Normalized histogram from the main part showing di-
rectly that Topo IV’s selectivity for strongly bent G sites (smaller 1 angle)
increases the probability of unknotting. (C) Probability of unknotting as
a function of the 1 and  angles. The color scale indicates the probabil-
ity that a passage at juxtapositions with a given combination of 1 and 
angles results in unknotting. The regions with nonsufficient statistics (<10
entries) were left blank.
tapositions involving strongly bent DNA result in preferen-
tial unknotting of the supercoiled DNA molecules.
Figure 4B shows the distribution of the 1 angle, i.e. the
bending angle of the potential G segments in our modeled
supercoiled, knotted DNA molecules. As in Figure 4A, the
height of the main histogram bars corresponds to the raw
numbers of juxtapositions observed in our samples within a
given range of the 1 angle. A close inspection of the main
histogram reveals that the distribution of 1 angles in the
knotted portions is shifted toward stronger bending and
thus to smaller 1 angles than in the plectonemic portions
of the molecules. This shift is seen much better in the inset,
where each histogram bar from themain histogram is scaled
to one.We can see that the proportion of juxtapositions that
result in unknotting upon intersegmental passage increases
as the 1 angle decreases. Therefore, by acting preferentially
on juxtapositions with strongly bent DNA regions, Topo
IV would be expected to increase, approximately 10-fold, its
chances to unknot supercoiled DNA molecules when com-
pared to acting on the juxtapositions with a weakly bent
G segment. However, even for highly bent G segments, the
probability of unknotting does not exceed 60%. In contrast,
in juxtapositions with  angle of about −40◦, the probabil-
ity of unknotting approaches one (see inset in Figure 4A).
The combined effects of two different geometric characteris-
tics of DNA-DNA juxtapositions on the topological outcome
of the strand passage
The geometrical selection of potential sites of action by
topoisomerases is likely to be simultaneously affected by
several geometric characteristics of DNA–DNA juxtaposi-
tions. In general, the configurations of the juxtapositions
that best fit theDNAbinding sites of the enzymewill be rec-
ognized with the highest probability. By combining several
geometric characteristics ofDNA–DNA juxtapositions, the
topoisomerase’s specificity for unknotting can be enhanced.
However, it also is possible that if one selection criteria is
fulfilled, the other may become less important. Figure 4C
shows the complex effect of combining just two character-
istics, i.e. the crossing angle  and the bending angle 1, on
the topological outcome of strand passage. The color code
in Figure 4C (see the scale) indicates the probability with
which juxtapositions with a given combination of the  and
1 angles result in unknotting the supercoiled knottedDNA
molecules. We can see that a relatively large region of the
configuration space that predisposes DNA–DNA juxtapo-
sitions for very efficient unknotting lies in the favorable in-
tersection of  angles ranging from−20◦ to−60◦ and 1 an-
gles ranging from 100◦ to 180◦. However, very strong bend-
ing of theG segment increases the probability of unknotting
regardless of the  angle.
The structure of negatively supercoiled postreplicative DNA
catenanes
As early as the 1980s, it was observed that just after repli-
cation, circular DNA molecules form multiply interlinked
right-handed catenanes (8,9). This interlinking is a conse-
quence of the right-handed helical structure of DNA (8).
Of course, freshly replicated DNA molecules need to be
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Figure 5. Simulation snapshots of negatively supercoiled DNA molecules
forming right-handed catenanes. The modeled molecules correspond to
plasmids with approximately 3000 bp, Lk = −16, and with the inter-
linking or catenation number +5. The shaded regions indicate the position
of the catenated portions of the modeled molecules. (A and B) Configura-
tions where the plectonemic portions join the catenated portion ‘in cis’ or
‘in trans’, respectively.
decatenated rapidly and several different DNA topoiso-
merases participate in this process. From studies of bacte-
rial systems, it is known that when freshly replicated DNA
molecules are not yet covalently closed, and contain nicks
and gaps, their decatenation can be performed by topoiso-
merase III (44). Topo III is a type I DNA topoisomerase
that preferentially performs passages between single and
double stranded regions of the DNA. The activity of DNA
gyrase is needed for efficient decatenation by Topo III (45)
and it was suggested that the action of DNA gyrase on
nicked and gapped DNA can result in pushing the inter-
links toward nicks and gaps (46). Once both freshly repli-
cated molecules become covalently closed and supercoiled,
Topo IV is responsible for their further decatenation (1). To
investigate how Topo IV can efficiently decatenate super-
coiled DNA molecules without relaxing their supercoiling,
we performed simulations ofmultiply catenated supercoiled
DNA molecules. The simulated molecules are interlinked
with each other five times and have the supercoiling density
typical for bacterial plasmids.
Figure 5 shows two examples of equilibrated configura-
tions of the simulated catenanes. Similar to the confine-
ment and localization of the knotted portions in super-
coilied molecules (see Figure 3), the catenated portions are
confined and tend to localize at the apical loops of super-
coiled DNA molecules.
Negative crossing angles  are strongly enriched in the cate-
nated portions of negatively supercoiled, catenated DNA
molecules
The configurations of negatively supercoiled, catenated
DNAmolecules shown in Figure 5 give the impression that
the crossing angles in the catenated regions and in the plec-
tonemically interwound portions of the molecules are quite
similar to each other. To analyze in more detail possible dif-
ferences between the  angles of juxtapositions formed in
the catenated or in interwound portions of the molecules,
we characterized the geometry and the topological outcome
of strand passages occurring at the given juxtapositions. As
is the case in knotted DNA molecules, one can infer the
location of a given juxtaposition from the topological out-
come of passages between juxtaposed segments in that jux-
taposition. If the passage in a given juxtaposition leads to a
decrease in the catenation number of catenated molecules,
the juxtaposition in question involves segments belonging
to the region of catenation. On the other hand, strand pas-
sages in the juxtapositions located in the interwound por-
tions result in molecules keeping the original catenation
number. The raw data, stacked histogram in Figure 6A
shows the total number of juxtapositions within a given in-
terval of  angles and also tells how many of them lie in the
interwound and catenated portions of the molecules (indi-
cated on the histogram with green and blue color, respec-
tively). Upon normalization of each histogram bar to one
(see the inset), we see that among the relatively rare juxtapo-
sitions with negative  angle, there is strong domination of
juxtapositions formed in the catenated portions since pas-
sages occurring within them lead to a decrease of the cate-
nation number (topological change from the catenane 1021
to 821). This analysis shows that if Topo IV were selectively
acting on juxtapositions with the  angles ranging between
−40◦ and−60◦, the great majority of the passages would re-
sult in progressive decatenation of the DNAmolecules. It is
interesting to note that a similar range of  angles also was
optimal for the unknotting of supercoiled DNA molecules
forming right-handed trefoil knots (see Figure 4).
Preferential interaction with bent DNA regions can aid Topo
IV in progressive decatenation of catenated supercoiled DNA
molecules
The raw data histogram shown in Figure 6B shows that
the most frequently observed 1 bending angles range from
from 140◦ to 160◦ and that this is true for both the juxtapo-
sitions in the catenated and the interwound portions of the
modeledDNAmolecules. The normalized histogram (inset)
reveals though that by selecting juxtapositions with more
highly bent G segment (i.e. with a smaller 1 angle), Topo
IV can increase the fraction of passages leading to progres-
sive decatention. However, the effect is only moderate and
other additional selection criteria would be needed to en-
sure highly specific decatenation.
Figure 6C shows the combined effect of the crossing angle
 and the bending angle 1 on the topological outcome of
passages occurring in the juxtapositions within different an-
gle ranges. The color scale indicates the probability that pas-
sages involving juxtapositions with a given geometric char-
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Figure 6. Geometrical and topological characterization of juxtapositions
in catenated supercoiled DNA molecules (such as those shown in Figure
5). (A) Main part: Raw data, a stacked histogram where the heights of his-
togram bars correspond to the total number of juxtapositions observed in
the analyzed configurations and falling within a given range of the  an-
gle. The blue color indicates the fractions of the juxtapositions (within a
given  range) that result in decreasing the catenation number upon inter-
segmental passages, i.e. in passing from the torus type catenane with 10
crossings (1021) to the torus type of catenane with eight crossings (8
2
1). The
green color indicates the fractions of juxtapositions that upon intersegmen-
tal passages result in maintaining the original catenane (1021) but cause un-
desired partial relaxation of the DNA supercoiling. Inset: The normalized
histogram from the main part shows directly that the fraction of juxtapo-
sitions that result in unknotting upon intersegmental passages approaches
one for left-handed crossings with the  angles ranging between −40◦ and
−60◦. (B) Main part: Raw data, a stacked histogram showing the distribu-
tion of the 1 angle in the analyzed juxtapositions. The color indications
are the same as for panel A. Inset. The renormalized histogram from the
main part shows directly that Topo IV’s selectivity for strongly bent G sites
(smaller 1 angle) can favor passages needed for progressive decatenation
that, in this case, are passages from the catenane 1021 to 8
2
1. (C) Probability
of a passage from the catenane 1021 to 8
2
1 as a function of 1 and  angle.
The regions with nonsufficient statistics (<10 entries) were left blank.
acterization results in a decrease of their catenation num-
ber from 5 to 4 and passage from catenanes with the topo-
logical notation 1021 to 8
2
1. We see that the  angles ranging
from −40◦ to −60◦ strongly predispose juxtapositions for
progressive decatenation.
The location of juxtapositions that can be selected by Topo
IV for decatenation-specific passages
As is shown in Figure 6A, only a very small fraction of jux-
tapositions in catenated, supercoiled DNA molecules have
left-handed crossings with the  angle ranging from −40◦
to −60◦. These juxtapositions are highly enriched in the
catenated portions of the molecules and thus Topo IV’s
specificity for juxtapositions with such a geometry could re-
sult in targeted decatenation. In fact, Topo IV is likely to
have such specificity since left-handed juxtapositions within
this range of  angle dominate in positively supercoiled
DNA molecules that are preferentially recognized by Topo
IV (4,15). To understand better how Topo IV can specif-
ically decatenate negatively supercoiled right-handed cate-
nanes, we investigated where the left-handed crossings with
 angles ranging from −40◦ to −60◦ are localized in these
molecules. Our analysis reveals that these juxtapositions are
preferentially located in the region where plectonemic por-
tions of catenatedmolecules join the catenated portions (see
Figure 7). As illustrated in Figure 7, one of the crossings
formed in this region is left-handed, whereas all other cross-
ings in the configuration are right-handed. In addition, this
crossing is between segments belonging to two freshly repli-
cated daughter molecules. Therefore, Topo IV, which shows
a strong preference for left-handed crossings (4), can never-
theless very specifically decatenate right-handed catenanes
formed by supercoiled DNA molecules since one specific
crossing in these catenanes is frequently left-handed.
DISCUSSION
It has been a puzzle as to how Topo IV, which shows se-
lectivity for left-handed crossings, can efficiently decatenate
multiply interlinked right-handed catenanes. A partial an-
swer to this question was provided by Stone et al. who mea-
sured the activity of Topo IV on right- and left-handed
DNA braids (4). These measurements, combined with nu-
merical simulations of DNA braids, led the authors to pro-
pose that Topo IV can act only on left-handed crossings,
such as those omnipresent in positively supercoiled DNA.
In addition, Stone et al. proposed that the left-handed cross-
ings also can form in right handed catenanes provided that
the catenanes have a low catenation number (4). A lack of
supercoiling combined with a low catenation number give
these catenated molecules enough structural freedom to be
driven by thermal motion to occasionally form left-handed
crossings. However, Stone et al. did not consider that freshly
replicated molecules can have high catenation number and
that these catenated DNAmolecules get supercoiled before
their decatenation (47). Therefore, it is important to investi-
gatewhether these additional structural constraints can pre-
vent supercoiled DNA molecules with relatively high cate-
nation number from forming left-handed crossings suitable
for Topo IV-mediated decatenation.
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Figure 7. An equilibrated configuration of supercoiled, catenated DNA
molecules. Notice that in the region where the plectonemic portions join
the catenated portion, there is one juxtaposition (crossing) that is left-
handed (see the magnified view), whereas all of the other crossings in
the presented configuration are right-handed (see insets and Figure 3 for
schematics of right- and left-handed crossings).
Our numerical simulations of negatively supercoiled,
catenated DNA molecules with relatively high catenation
number show that the catenated region is highly confined
in such molecules and that this confinement limits the pos-
sibility of forming short regions with left-handed windings
within this region. However, in the regions where the plec-
tonemic portions join the region of catenation, one observes
the formation of individual left-handed juxtapositions in-
volving segments of two catenated circular molecules (see
Figure 7). Interestingly, the formation of these left-handed
juxtapositions in right-handed catenanes is the natural con-
sequence of the specific structure of multiply interlinked
catenanes where each of the two catenated molecules is neg-
atively supercoiled (see Figure 7). These left-handed juxta-
positons form in regions where the plectonemic portions
join the catenated portion and have crossing angles  typical
for positively supercoiled DNA. Importantly, left-handed
crossings with  angles typical for positively supercoiled
DNAmolecules appear very rarely in negatively supercoiled
DNA, which explains how negatively supercoiled DNA can
be protected from the Topo IV action. Without such pro-
tection, the Topo IV action would result in the continuous
relaxation of the negative supercoiling.
Our simulation results support the original proposal of
Stone et al. that Topo IV has a strong preference for left-
handed juxtapositions with the  angle ranging from −30◦
to −60◦ (4). However, the 2003 proposal of Stone et al. was
challenged in 2009 by Neuman et al. (6). Using magnetic
tweezers to wrap two DNA molecules around each other
at different crossing angles, Neuman et al. concluded that
the optimal crossing angle for Topo IV to act is very close
to the achiral crossing, where two contacting segments are
nearly perpendicular to each other ( ≈ 0◦) (6). However,
the experimental setup used by Neuman et al. introduced a
coupling between the  angle and the 1 angle of enforced
juxtapositions. Juxtapositions, where the approaching seg-
ments were nearly perpendicular to each other were also
most likely to be strongly bent. As discussed in the intro-
duction, Topo IV has high affinity to strongly bent sites.
Therefore, we believe that the preference of Topo IV for jux-
tapositions with nearly perpendicular crossing angle  ob-
served in experiments by Neuman et al. was likely the re-
sult of the high affinity of Topo IV to strongly bent DNA
and did not correctly reflect the enzyme’s preference for a
given  angle. Interestingly, our simulations show that jux-
tapositions involving strongly bent G segments predispose
knotted molecules for unknotting and catenated molecules
for decatenation even when the  angle is not in the−40◦ to
−60◦ range.
The geometric selection of juxtapositions by Topo IV and
other topoisomerases is likely to depend on several geo-
metric characteristics of these juxtapositions. Earlier studies
have shown that by selecting strongly bent DNA, Topo IV
can efficiently unknot torsionally relaxed DNA molecules
(21,22,24,43). Our simulation results show that the selection
of  angles in the range−40◦ to−60◦ aided by the preferen-
tial interaction with bent DNA sites can explain how Topo
IV efficiently unknots and also decatenates negatively su-
percoiled DNA molecules without causing their torsional
relaxation. In crystals where Topo IV interacts with G seg-
ments, these DNA regions are strongly bent (25). Although
there are not yet any solved crystals in which the G and T
segments are bound by Topo IV, our results lead us to an-
ticipate that the  angle between the G and T segments in
such crystals will be between −40◦ and −60◦.
Our study focused on the situation where the replica-
tion is already finished and both freshly replicated daughter
DNA molecules, forming catenanes, are covalently closed
and supercoiled. However, when the replication is not yet
completed, the freshly replicated portions of circular DNA
molecules form the so-called precatenanes (48). Since ac-
tively replicatedDNAmolecules accumulate positive super-
coiling the precatenanes are expected to wind around each
other in a right-handed fashion (5,48). As long as the repli-
cation is not finished, the freshly replicated portions form-
ing precatenanes contain discontinuities in freshly synthe-
sized strands and this precludes the precatenaes from accu-
mulating torsional stress needed for supercoiling. For this
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reason, it is unlikely that right-handed precatenanes will
form left-handed crossings of the type that we observe in the
modeled supercoiled catenanes. Topo IV would be, there-
fore, unlikely to decatenate these precatenanes. However,
we showed recently that gyrase action on nonsupercoiled
catenanes is likely to promote topoisomerase III-mediated
decatenation occurring at nicks and single stranded gaps
(46). Such an activity is independent of the handedness of
the interwinding of the contacting DNA segments and thus
should also be efficient in promoting decatenation of right-
handed precatenanes.
The modeling studies presented here did not account for
the fact that DNA in bacterial cells interacts with histone-
like proteins such as H-NS and HU (49). As a conse-
quence of this interaction, part of the supercoiling of bac-
terial DNA is constrained and the magnitude of supercoil-
ing density in vivo is roughly twice lower than in the depro-
teinized DNA isolated from bacterial cells (50–53). We did
not account for this decrease of the magnitude of supercoil-
ing density in vivo. However, our earlier modeling studies
showed that conditions of high crowding, characteristic for
bacterial nucleoids, naturally compensate for this decreased
magnitude of supercoiling in vivo (32).
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